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Periphery – In the Centre of Cohesion
- CBC in the light of the 7th Cohesion Report
- CBC – driving force for the future European Cohesion
1.

General information

1.1

Applicant border / cross-border region:

There is no geographical definition.

Title of the cross-border measure* [project(s), programme(s) / strategy(ies)]:
Coordination and acting plan of communities, micro-regions and regions and also the start of acting itself, together with
the creation of conditions.
The project contains the generating and operations of common social and technological innovation.

1.3

Period:
Continuously growing
In progress

1.4

Lead Partner:

Contact:

UTTS EGTC

Gabor Szabo Tel.nr.: +36-30-520-7974

1.5

Contact:

Partners:

Educational institutions

Central contact keeping:
Gabor Szabo Tel.nr.: +36-30-520-7974

Universities

Central contact keeping:
Gabor Szabo Tel.nr.: +36-30-520-7974

Researchers

Central contact keeping:
Gabor Szabo Tel.nr.: +36-30-520-7974

Hungary, France, Germany, the USA, Romania, Serbia, another countries under negotiation.

1.6.

Was there any financing of the measures/projects?
If so, what kind:

No, there was a civil project.

1.7

Links to other projects, measures (only if applicable):

Because of the project’s complexity, it has only tangential contacts with actually running “green” searching, informatics,
social projects.
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2.

Contents

2.1

Objectives of the measures/projects (strategy?) with regard to the motto 2017:

Its aim is the creation of a community platform based on the individual's conviction and desire to act, which platform will
totally demolish hate and being afraid of unknown due common interest, desire to act realisation by the way of common
work. It also contains the realisation of practical strategy, the individuals’ communication among each other, common
communications of the regions, usage and widening of existing connection systems, affirmations of cooperation inclinations, communication of connection systems beyond the Union, common decision and also starting of realization. Human
sphere, the characters of the economy, science and technology and every member with improving intention work here
together, regardless of age, gender and race with common champing, for future’s generations.
It intends to give scientific, technical help for the individuals in order to make life’s quality better, allowing to be an active
member of the community.

2.2

Organisational structure and activities to implement the objectives (e.g. joint secretariat, contract, etc.):

It’s a non-profit international association, whose members are from different countries, different nationalities, civil organisations with a most various attitude, scientific workshops, universities and their institutions, researcher labs, informatics
centres, and all individual acceding members. The framework is provided by a non-profit association with a common international infrastructure. It has an official contractual resp. member relation with other supporting systems.

2.3

When have the measures/projects (strategies) been implemented?

The progress is continuous.

2.4

Special framework conditions (a. geographical, political, etc. / b. only rural area (no regional metropolis), mountainous areas, external border).

With regional champing of cumulatively underprivileged people and also on a different manner indisposed ethnic groups
it is able to achieve the exceed of its own territory and underprivileged region as well in unity of scientific and professional upper-class beyond the borders of far countries and continents. It is also able to do for the community within the enhancement of his own conditions of existence.

3.

Contribution of the measure (added value) to the improvement of the border/cross-border region:
(not more than half a page)

The collective and common interest is able to persuade also regions with ethnic tenseness onto communication and in
this way on recognition and re-discovery of each other.
It’s such underhand initiation, which repairs the contacts among people, the contacts between the regions, global contacts extending over borders. The common aim creates the motivation, which urges people to conversation with each
other, recognition and cooperation and inspires the interest for each other.
The knowledge available by every single man and based on common values encourages the realization of such common
aims, which that raise the cooperation between the people to a maximum level. They recognize their own and others’
role and tasks in the society and civilisation. They also understand the fact, surviving without each other is impossible.
Civilisation can only be maintained and developed based on cooperation. The aim will be each other’s recognition, common thinking and the acceptance of the others, independently from any kind of religion. Only the commonly recognized
aim can be the healthy development of future generation. A party with opposing interest here is no possible. All the parents and for future generations responsible people aspire to insure this aim. If we find a companion in each other, we
won’t hostile any more, but collaborate.

4.

Added value for the development of cross-border cooperation at European level
(not more than half a page)
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The regional, national, global common platform emergent from the cooperation of individuals wanting and also being able
to do for the aim is comprehensive, which can be a wide, social base in the realization of ambitions and additional widening by the 19+1 climate conference. It owns all the potentials.

5.

Further annexes

yes X

no

Which ones?
Short description of the contents of the measures/projects/strategy (in English, not more than 2-3 pages)
a)

More detailed information about the association on the undermentioned web page in English and Hungarian:
http://the-life.org

b)

The presentation of “Planetary Association for Life!” in English:
https://youtu.be/PBH2bEkuWLE

c)

The presentation of “The-Life! Pure Body Technology” in English:
https://youtu.be/7TDGG31m8TA
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